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I had the pleasure of working with Steve Zarro on the launch campaign for
Stratosphere Surfboards. The team at Creative Embassy had very specific ideas
about the character, delivery and timing of the main voice over. Steve took their
direction exceptionally well and delivered exactly what they wanted. Even more
important for me as a producer, Steve was totally accommodating and able to
deliver 2 additional punch-in lines from his home studio the day after our
session. Thanks to his recording chops, we were able to make the changes, and
stay on schedule with our final mix delivery. I highly recommend Steve as a voice
over artist, collaborator and professional.

Brad StrattonExecutive Producer
Bang Studios

Steve truly brought my characters to life!
As an author, we spend a lot of time imagining what they sound like, and I
couldn’t have asked for a better interpretation. I also appreciated Steve’s
collaboration and attention to detail when it came to pronunciation and other
aspects of the narration. I could not have asked for a more professional process
or a better finished product.

Rick Treon – Author
Deep Background

A great performance narrating a twisty story from several points of view, each of
which has its own unique perspective. Well done.

Darius Richards –
Audible Customer Review

The fast-paced story featured interesting characters. Some are sometimes dark,
quirky, and funny, and the narrator tapped into that, especially the character who
spoke in movie quotes. As an actor, I'm sure the narrator appreciated that!

Working with Steve Zarro is a pleasure and a privilege -- not only because
Tina Traster – Director
Steve’s rich, authoritative voice infuses a documentary or a business video with
“This House Matters”
weight and credibility but because he is a perfectionist and a true professional.
Zarro blends that rare combination of delivering a voice/over project efficiently
and timely but he navigates the job with an enthusiasm that makes you feel he
cares about your project as much as you do. I look forward to working with Steve
on many, many more projects down the road.

Steve is not only great at what he does, but wonderful to work with! He has
added real value to my e-learning course with his work. I would highly
recommend anyone in the learning and development community to contact
Steve for assistance with any voice over work that they may be looking to have
done.

Karen SwindellsInstructional Designer

Steve worked for me on multiple occasions while I was the manager of a national
video production team at Verizon. My team cast Steve in multiple roles for us,
including voice-over for video and eLearning content as well as on-screen talent
for marketing and e-learning events. Steve is a true professional. He is prepared,
coachable, and our stakeholders loved him. I would recommend Steve to any
organization looking to meet their sales, service, or learning goals.

Jenna LehrInnovative and Analytical
L & D Manager

Rockland Road Runners Kids race 2019 was honored to have Steve as our Official
Announcer this year. What a wonderful addition he was to help make this a truly
special day for the runners!

Gail Cirlin-Lazerus –
RRR Director

When I needed voice over work or on air talent, Steve was always my first choice.
He was a true professional and so easy to work with. He was always prepared,
took direction well, offered suggestions when needed, and was always willing to
do another take until everyone was satisfied. I was always amazed how easily he

Susanne Rovida,
M.S.-Organizational
Development
Professional

could alter his voice to play a different character and make himself sound
different. Steve has a passion for what he does, which means he will always give
you 150%. You won’t be disappointed if you use him in your upcoming projects.
Our quest for VO talent was fulfilled when we found you! We needed a male
voice that would appeal to academics and executives -- as well as bus/truck
drivers and mechanics – all wrapped into one. Your clear pronunciation, along
with your friendly and professional tone suited our needs just perfectly. Files
came on time, in the right formats, and edited so they were ready to drop right
into our e-learning. And, as an added bonus, you were a pleasure to work with.
Thank you for being you and for helping us with this project. We look forward to
working with you again!

Teri Cantor –
Learning Solutions
Consultant

Thank you so much for your collaboration, your attention to detail, and your
professionalism! Our last training that included your voice work far exceeded the
expectations of our Leadership Team; and they couldn’t say enough about how
“professional” the voice over was and how it has raised the bar for our training
standards. The work you have done for us so far has improved the effectiveness
of our corporate training program immensely and has helped us engage our
professionals on a much greater level than our courses ever have in the past.

Sarah Hammond –
DGU Team Leader

Not only have you saved me hours and hours of work on audio editing, but also
your partnership in the final production of audio has saved us even more time by
producing ready-to-use files. It has never been this easy to incorporate audio in
our programs.
Steve was introduced to me as a "voiceover actor" and, having heard that phrase
before, I approached our new relationship with some trepidation. The voiceover
actors I have worked with in the past have invariably been somewhat wooden in
their delivery and extremely limited when approaching the craft of acting. My
relationship with Steve has proven my preconceptions to be wrong on both

Joe Carlisle - Author

counts. Steve has an unusual talent as an actor, takes direction with affability,
uses his terrific voice with precision, is a pleasure to work with, has an uncanny
ability to round out a scene and an uncommon understanding of how he fits into
your production. I would recommend him without hesitation. His contributions
will improve your product, whatever it might be, as well as your production. You
will be happy you chose him.

